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• After years of allowing corporations to withhold vital safety information, the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) screamed “stop” on Thursday, AOL News 
reported. In the Federal Register, the agency said it will no longer permit the obstruction of 
safety evaluations by allowing firms to hide behind age-old claims of business secrecy. 
(See item 9) 

• According to The Associated Press, federal investigators alleged that a Canadian national 
who the U.S. government said swindled $70 million from 40,000 investors on six 
continents carried out the same kind of Ponzi scheme that the one-time bank robber 
mocked on his Web site. The man warned clients of his online business, “Pathway to 
Prosperity,” to stay away from high-yield investment programs that often boast of 
unrealistic returns for little or no risk. Yet a federal criminal complaint alleges that he 
promised “outlandish” return rates — investigators said anywhere from 546 percent to 
17,000 percent — with no explanation of his methodology or his identity. (See item 19) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  

1. June 1, WZZM 13 Grand Rapids – (Michigan) Power coming back on for West 
Michigan. Consumers Energy said it has made a lot of progress fixing the power 
outages in western Michigan. At one point on Monday, the company reported about 
18,500 customers were without power in Ottawa, Allegan and Kent Counties because 
of the storms that moved through Monday morning. As of Tuesday morning, just 580 
customers in Grand Rapids remained without electricity. That number was even less 
along the lakeshore where just 18 customers were still in the dark. Consumers said that 
all power should be fully restored by Tuesday evening. 
Source: 
http://www.wzzm13.com/news/most_popular_story.aspx?storyid=122146&provider=to
p 

2. June 1, Associated Press – (National) Scientists warn of unseen deepwater oil 
disaster. Independent scientists and government officials say there is a disaster that 
can’t be seen in the Gulf of Mexico’s mysterious depths, the ruin of a world inhabited 
by enormous sperm whales and tiny, invisible plankton. Researchers have said they 
have found at least two massive underwater plumes of what appears to be oil, each 
hundreds of feet deep and stretching for miles. Yet the chief executive of BP PLC - 
which has for weeks downplayed everything from the amount of oil spewing into the 
Gulf to the environmental impact - said there is “no evidence” that huge amounts of oil 
are suspended undersea. BP’s CEO said the oil naturally gravitates to the surface - and 
any oil below was just making its way up. However, researchers said the disaster in 
waters where light doesn’t shine through could ripple across the food chain. On the 
surface, a 24-hour camera fixed on the spewing, blown-out well and the images of 
dead, oil-soaked birds have been evidence of the calamity. At least 20 million gallons 
of oil and possibly 43 million gallons have spilled since the Deepwater Horizon drilling 
rig exploded and sank in April. 
Source: 
http://www.myfoxphoenix.com/dpp/news/national/apx_scientists_warn_unseen_deepw
ater_oil_disaster_06012010 

3. June 1, Business Wire – (National) Energy transfer partners begins construction on 
Tiger pipeline. Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. today announced that construction has 
begun on the approximately 175-mile Tiger Pipeline, an interstate natural gas pipeline 
to serve the Haynesville Shale and Bossier Sands producing regions in Louisiana and 
East Texas. The 42-inch diameter Tiger Pipeline will have an initial capacity of 2 
billion cubic feet per day and is expected to be in service in the first quarter of 2011. 
Through a planned expansion project announced in February, and subject to FERC 
approval, the ultimate capacity of the Tiger Pipeline is expected to be 2.4 billion cubic 
feet per day, all of which is sold out under long-term contracts ranging from 10 to 15 
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years. Pending necessary regulatory approvals, the expansion is expected to be in 
service in the last half of 2011. 
Source: http://www.marketwatch.com/story/energy-transfer-partners-begins-
construction-on-tiger-pipeline-2010-06-01?reflink=MW_news_stmp 

4. May 31, WSBT 2 South Bend – (Indiana) Storms cause outages, flooding across 
Michiana. Memorial Day plans were “washed out” across the area monday, as hail, 
rain and high winds hit. A line of early summer thunderstorms caused problems across 
the area, including heavy downpours, minor flooding, hail and high winds. The storm 
knocked out power in several areas too. According to Indiana Michigan Power, about 
300 customers were without electricity in St. Joseph County, Indiana, with another 400 
in Berrien County. LaPorte County had almost 2,000 customers without power at 3:30 
p.m., according to the I-M outage website. By 8 p.m., power had been restored to all 
but about 200 customers in Berrien County. The sights and sounds Monday afternoon 
were unmistakable. In Mishawaka, pea-sized hail came first then turned to torrential 
rain. Hail damage sparked a fire inside a transformer along Indian Ridge Boulevard, 
knocking out power to several nearby stores and street lights across the city’s north 
side. 
Source: http://www.southbendtribune.com/article/20100531/News01/100539923/-
1/googleNews 

5. May 31, KING 5 Seattle – (National) Gulf oil spill grows; local scientists 
disappointed. Forty-one days after the oil spill began, oceanographers working around 
the clock to predict its flow are understandably crestfallen by continued unsuccessful 
attempts to plug the leak. “I think yesterday [and] today there are a lot of us that are 
disappointed,” said the chief of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s Science Support Branch. “It doesn’t change our posture any because 
we were prepared to keep on going, but we were really hoping that ‘top kill’ would 
work.” BP, which owns the exploded drilling platform that is the source of the leak, 
had hoped that its ‘top-kill’ method could stop the spillage by injecting mud into the 
collapsed underwater well and plug the leak. With that turning into failure late last 
week, they moved onto the next potential solution — cutting the damaged pipeline and 
installing a custom cap on top that should stop almost all of the flow, BP executives 
said. 
Source: http://www.king5.com/home/Gulf-Oil-Spill--95244584.html 

6. May 31, N.J.com – (New Jersey) Waste water chemical spills at Princeton U. Cogen 
plant. A valve in a tank at Princeton University’s cogeneration power plant inPrinceton 
Borough, New Jersey failed Sunday morning, causing a chemical to spill to a holding 
tank and unto the floor of the facility. Neither civilians nor firefighters were injured, 
but four employees who work at the facility off Faculty Road were isolated and 
decontaminated with clean water as a precaution, said a battalion chief with the Trenton 
Fire Department. The Trenton Hazmat team and Trenton firefighters were called to 
assist Princeton Plasma Physics Lab as well as Princeton firefighters. The cogeneration 
plant has an approximate 10,000-gallon tank that holds a chemical they treat 
wastewater with, the battalion chief said. The valve was isolated so that it could be 
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serviced and replaced. 
Source: 
http://www.nj.com/mercer/index.ssf/2010/05/waste_water_chemical_spills_at.html 

[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

7. May 29, Lafayette Journal and Courier – (Indiana) State officials deal with ammonia 
spill. As of May 29, Officials from the Indiana Department of Environmental 
Management (IDEM) should be in southeastern Tippecanoe County for the next few 
days, cleaning up after a spill of anhydrous ammonia. According to Tippecanoe County 
Sheriff’s Office, there was a problem with a vehicle pulling two tanks of anhydrous 
ammonia shortly after 11 p.m., Friday, near the intersection of County Road 900 East 
and Newcastle Road near Stockwell, Indiana. An undetermined amount of anhydrous 
ammonia was spilled. IDEM officials were called to the scene in an effort to contain 
the spill, the official said. They are expected to be in the area for several days. There 
were no reports of road closures or evacuations. 
Source: http://www.jconline.com/article/20100529/NEWS09/100529002 

8. May 28, Niagara Gazette – (New York) Chemical spill cleared up. An employee of a 
Hyde Park Avenue environmental services company is in serious but stable condition 
after suffering severe burns during a chemical spill in Niagara Falls, New York Friday 
morning. The man was cleaning a tanker truck when the chemical iodine pentafluoride 
leaked from the truck’s tank. “He suffered first-, second-, and third-degree burns on his 
arm,” the Falls Fire chief said. “He’s condition had been critical, but it has now been 
upgraded to serious.” Falls firefighters were first alerted to the spill at Tier 
Environmental Services, 33 S. Hyde Park Blvd., just before 10 a.m. when a call came 
in reporting a “medical emergency.” Firefighters from the Royal Avenue fire hall 
arrived and were greeted by what was described as “a visible cloud of vapor.” Other 
employees at the business were evacuated and the first firefighters on the scene 
withdrew from the building because of the chemical exposure inside. Four firefighters 
and four Tier employees were taken to Niagara Falls Memorial Medical Center after 
they were exposed to chemical vapors. As a precaution, the southern section of the 
Robert Moses Parkway was closed to traffic for about four hours while firefighters, 
state and federal environmental agencies and a Haz-Mat response team from the 
Niagara Falls Air Reserve Station tried to contain and clean up the spill. Workers in 
four neighboring buildings were told to stay indoors until the situation was under 
control. By late afternoon on Friday, the fire chief, officials from the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the department of environmental conservation and the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration determined the spill had been 
contained. 
Source: http://niagara-gazette.com/local/x1174313843/Chemical-spill-cleared-up 

9. May 28, AOL News – (National) EPA moves to close key chemical safety 
loophole. After years of allowing corporations to withhold vital safety information, the 
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) screamed “stop” on Thursday. In the Federal 
Register, the agency said it will no longer permit the obstruction of safety evaluations 
by allowing firms to hide behind age-old claims of business secrecy. The EPA 
Administrator had told Congress earlier this year that the heavily lobbied for 
“confidential business information” protection was keeping the agency’s risk assessors 
from obtaining vital health and safety data on chemical substances awaiting approval. 
Thousands of chemicals were not properly evaluated because of the withheld 
information, she told lawmakers. The agency’s new stance has real-world implications. 
The EPA’s move means that protection may no longer exist, at least within that agency. 
Other federal safety agencies, such as the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration and the Food and Drug Administration, apparently still allow the 
corporate obfuscation. A careful legal interpretation of the long maligned but vital 
Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) convinced the agency that it could provide more 
valuable information to the public by identifying data where information may have 
been claimed and treated as confidential in the past but is not and was not in fact 
entitled to confidentiality under the TSCA. The EPA said it expects to begin reviews of 
confidentiality claims — both newly submitted and existing — August 25. 
Source: http://www.aolnews.com/nation/article/epa-moves-to-close-key-chemical-
safety-loophole/19496225 

For another story, see item 29  
 
[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

10. June 1, Santiago Times – (International) Study begins on fault line near nuclear 
reactor in Chile. Responding to concerns of local residents, ChileÂ´s Commission on 
Nuclear Energy is beginning to investigate the risks posed by the Center for Nuclear 
Studies in the Santiago borough of La Reina. The San RamÃ³n geological fault runs 
through the eastern part of Santiago where the center is located. While the reactor was 
not damaged during February’s earthquake, residents of La Reina have voiced concerns 
about the possibility of a future disaster. The director of the commission explained that 
there was a 1969 study on the San RamÃ³n fault, but that those results had not been 
updated. While the current status of the fault is unknown, it did cause an earthquake in 
1647 that affected Santiago severely. The commission’s long-term aim is to prevent 
any hazardous situations in the future. The president of the commission announced that 
the study will be under the commission’s oversight for the duration of this year and will 
then be handed over to a university for indefinite continuation. 
Source: 
http://www.santiagotimes.cl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=18960:
study-begins-on-fault-line-near-nuclear-reactor-in-
chile&catid=47:infrastructure&Itemid=115 

11. May 31, Brattleboro Reformer – (Vermont) New leak found at VY plant. Shortly after 
the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was restarted after a refueling outage, a leak 
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was discovered in a two-inch drain line in an area that had previously been excavated 
during a search for a leak of tritiated water discovered January 6. A one-eighth inch 
hole was discovered in the pipe at about 7:30 p.m. Saturday during warm-up of the 
plant’s advanced off-gas system, according to Yankee’s director of communications, in 
an e-mail to the media. The pipe had been leaking for about four hours, stated the 
spokesman, but resulted in very little contamination of the environment. Plant operators 
described the leak as vapor and water coming from the end of a concrete enclosure 
surrounding the drain line just before the pipe enters the wall of the drain tank room, he 
stated. “There is no threat to public health or safety,” wrote the spokesman. Tritium 
was discovered in soil in a one-foot radius from the leak source. In addition, a sample 
of wood that had been exposed to the leak and soil below the leak site showed 
measurable levels of other radioactive materials, including chromium-51, manganese-
54, cobalt-58, cobalt-60, zinc-65, zinc-69, niobium-95, rhodium-105, xenon-131, 
cesium-137, barium-140 and lanthanum-140. Rhodium-105, xenon-131, barium-140 
and lanthanum-140 are short lived, and are evidence that the contamination was recent, 
stated the director. 
Source: http://www.reformer.com/localnews/ci_15198435 

12. May 30, Ft. Worth Star-Telegram – (Texas) Should radioactive waste be trucked 
through Texas? Thirty-six states could start shipping loads of radioactive waste 
through Texas for more than a decade, likely crisscrossing the Dallas-Ft. Worth 
Metroplex on major highways and train tracks if they get approval this summer to send 
their contaminated materials to a West Texas disposal site. The proposal to allow the 
states to send low-level waste to a site in Andrews County has prompted concern from 
some state lawmakers, who worry about the safety of communities along travel routes, 
including the Interstate 20 corridor through North Texas — and from 
environmentalists, who worry about radioactive leakage and contamination at the site. 
An eight-member commission is expected to take up the issue in coming weeks, 
considering rules that would govern what materials are accepted and whether dozens of 
states should be allowed to send radioactive waste to the Waste Control Specialists’ 
Texas site owned by a Dallas billionaire. “This could open (Texas) up to not only 
become the nation’s but potentially the world’s dump site,” said the conservation 
director for the Sierra Club’s Lone Star Chapter. “We thought the intent ... was to take 
care of our own.” Waste Control Specialists’ officials said the site is safe, and opening 
the landfill to other states will reduce the cost for all. And many West Texans who live 
near the disposal site said they support the company. 
Source: http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2010/05/30/95071/should-radioactive-waste-be-
trucked.html 

13. May 28, Red Wing Republican Eagle – (Minnesota) NRC: Nuclear plant failed to 
evaluate flood risk. Prairie Island Nuclear plant operators knew of the potential for 
flooding in the Red Wing, Minnesota plant’s Unit 1 and Unit 2 turbine buildings, but 
failed to understand the implications on important safety-related equipment, according 
to a preliminary finding submitted to the plant Thursday by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC). The failure to identify and correct the potential safety 
issues in a timely manner is a significant human performance issue and cause for 
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further review by the agency, according to NRC inspectors. Plant officials have 10 days 
to respond to the findings before the NRC decides whether to take enforcement action. 
“We’re waiting now for their response,” said a NRC spokesperson. The agency’s 
preliminary findings are tied to a 2009 violation of low to moderate safety significance 
— called a “White finding” — involving the facility’s failure to provide adequate 
protection of piping against natural events such as tornadoes and earthquakes. Later, 
when plant operators were evaluating piping in the turbine building for similar issues, 
they found that a rupture of piping caused by a natural event could result in the 
flooding of the building. At that time, they did not know what the extent or volume of 
that flooding would be, according to the Xcel Energy site vice president. 
Source: http://www.republican-eagle.com/event/article/id/66927/ 

14. May 28, Las Vegas Review-Journal – (National) Defense bill seeks studies on Yucca 
Mountain. The U.S. House of Representatives passed a defense bill Friday that calls 
for studies on what it would take to restart the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste 
repository, and what the impact would be if the project is closed for good. The studies 
were inserted into a 600-page bill report by two Congressmen from South Carolina who 
have been protesting the Presidential administration’s decision to terminate the Yucca 
project. There was little discussion of the issue during the two days the House debated 
its annual defense authorization bill. While the administration’s moves to shut down the 
project have been criticized in Congress, it still might be too soon to tell whether efforts 
to revive the program are isolated to a few dozen angry lawmakers or whether a 
broader uprising is brewing. Aides to the Senate Majority Leader and the chief shot 
blocker against Yucca Mountain bills, said the studies will be dropped when the 
defense bill is debated in the Senate. 
Source: http://www.lvrj.com/news/defense-bill-seeks-studies-on-yucca-mountain-
95158334.html 

[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 

15. June 1, Claims Journal – (Illinois) Illinois company fined $510K following fatal 
explosion. The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration has cited NDK Crystals Inc. of Belvedere, Ill. with fines of $510,000 
for alleged egregious willful and serious violations of federal workplace safety 
standards following an explosion at the company’s crystal manufacturing building that 
took the life of a truck driver parked at a nearby service station. Workers at this facility 
were exposed to hazards that created a dangerous environment, according to OSHA. 
Following an investigation, OSHA cited NDK Crystals with seven willful and five 
serious violations. The willful violations, one for each of seven individual high-
pressure vessels, involved the company’s continued operation of these high-quality 
quartz production vessels even though it knew the vessels were susceptible to explosion 
and catastrophic failure as a result of defective design and fabrication. The serious 
violations include failing to evaluate the building for a catastrophic event; failing to 
have an emergency evacuation program; failing to implement a hazard-communication 
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program; and a lack of personal protective equipment assessment and training 
certification. The company has 15 business days from receipt of its citations and 
proposed penalties to comply, request an informal conference with OSHA’s area 
director or contest the findings before the independent Occupational Safety and Health 
Review Commission. 
Source: http://www.claimsjournal.com/news/midwest/2010/06/01/110292.htm 

[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

16. June 1, San Diego Union-Tribune – (California) San Diego ship to get 400 ton 
‘cap’. The last piece of superstructure of the USNS Washington Chambers — a 
roughly 400-ton block that includes the vessel’s smoke stacks — is scheduled to be 
hoisted aboard the dry cargo ship Tuesday by workers at NASSCO/General Dynamics 
on the San Diego waterfront. The square-shaped superstructure represents the topping 
off of the 689-foot ship, much in the way construction workers top off a skyscraper. It’s 
similar to adding a cap. It’s likely to take workers several hours to add the section, 
which is far from the largest “grand block” NASSCO can lift. In the past, workers have 
hoisted ship sections weighing about 640 tons. For the sake of comparison, the Hubble 
Space Telescope weighs just over 12 tons. An empty 747-400 aircraft weighs about 300 
tons. The Washington Chambers is scheduled to be launched September 11, 2010 
during a public ceremony and will later undergo more outfitting before it joins the 
Navy’s fleet of cargo ships. It is one of the last Lewis and Clark-class ships being built 
at NASSCO, the largest shipbuilder on the West Coast. 
Source: http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2010/may/31/grsq-nassco-cap-
superstructure-cargo-ship/ 

17. May 31, GPS Daily – (International) Boeing GPS IIF-1 satellite sends first signals 
from space. Boeing has acquired the first on-orbit signals from the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) IIF-1 satellite, the inaugural spacecraft in a 12-satellite constellation that 
the company is building for the U.S. Air Force. The signals indicate that the spacecraft 
bus is functioning normally and ready to begin orbital maneuvers and operational 
testing. A United Launch Alliance Delta IV rocket launched the GPS IIF-1 satellite 
May 27 from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida. The satellite separated from 
the rocket’s upper stage, and a ground station on Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean 
received the first signals from the newest member of the Air Force’s GPS satellite 
constellation. The Air Force 19th Space Operations Squadron and Boeing’s Mission 
Operations Support Center in El Segundo, Calif., confirmed that the satellite is healthy. 
GPS signals from the spacecraft payload will be turned on for test purposes in the 
coming weeks. GPS is the U.S. Department of Defense’s largest satellite constellation, 
with 30 spacecraft on orbit. The GPS IIF satellites will provide more precise and 
powerful signals, a longer design life, and many other benefits to nearly 1 billion 
civilian and military users worldwide. 
Source: 
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http://www.gpsdaily.com/reports/Boeing_GPS_IIF_1_Satellite_Sends_First_Signals_F
rom_Space_999.html 

For more stories, see items 47 and 48  
 
[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

18. June 1, Associated Press – (National) FBI says ‘Grandad Bandit’ may be 
responsible for 21 bank holdups across the eastern U.S. He may be old, but a man 
dubbed the “Granddad Bandit” is proving elusive. The FBI in St. Louis said an older 
man suspected of robbing a Regions Bank branch in St. Louis County May 18 is also 
suspected of 20 other bank robberies across the eastern and central United States. FBI 
officials plan a midday news conference Tuesday to discuss the case, including plans to 
launch a digital billboard campaign to help identify and capture the bandit. The FBI 
describes the suspect as tall, white, bald and heavy, 50 to 60 years old. He is wanted in 
at least 10 states in addition to Missouri: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kansas, Florida, 
Michigan, New York, Oklahoma, Texas and Virginia. 
Source: http://www.fox4kc.com/news/sns-ap-mo--granddadbandit,0,4906092.story 

19. May 31, Associated Press – (International) Feds: Man’s global Ponzi scheme 
‘massive,’ mocking. A Canadian national who the U.S. government said swindled $70 
million from 40,000 investors on six continents carried out the same kind of Ponzi 
scheme that the one-time bank robber mocked on his Web site, federal investigators 
alleged. The man warned clients of his online business, “Pathway to Prosperity,” to 
stay away from high-yield investment programs that often boast of unrealistic returns 
for little or no risk. Yet a federal criminal complaint alleges that he promised 
“outlandish” return rates — investigators said anywhere from 546 percent to 17,000 
percent — with no explanation of his methodology or his identity. The defendant also 
hid an extensive criminal past that included convictions for burglary and drug 
trafficking in Canada, according to the documents. “He warned: ‘The bigger the return 
on offer, the louder the warning bells should sound,’ “ the complaint, dated Friday and 
obtained Monday by The Associated Press, alleged. “Investors, however, did not heed 
the ‘warning bells’ of the defendant’s ridiculous claims of unrealistic rates of return and 
instead invested by the thousands.” The man, who prosecutors believe lives in the 
Philippines though his whereabouts Monday were unclear, was charged with 
conspiracy and securities, mail and wire fraud. Some of the charges carry up to 20 
years in prison and $250,000 in fines. 
Source: 
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5gafYa2Dc3WL14vp6tHoN_V
G9_o7gD9G21F900 

20. May 29, CVN News – (National) Three Florida banks among five seized. Three 
Florida banks, along with single banks in California and Nevada, were seized by the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Friday. The three Florida banks had 
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assets of around $1.5 billion and will cost the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) an 
estimated $200 million. Altogether, the five banks had assets of around $2 billion and 
will cost the DIF a little over $300 million. In the first five months of 2010, the FDIC 
has seized 76 banks, 13 in Florida. 
Source: http://www.coosavalleynews.com/np85570.htm 

21. May 28, WBNS 10 Columbus – (Ohio) Alleged ‘Robin Hood’ bandit in custody. A 
man who police said robbed a Short North bank in Columbus, Ohio earlier this month 
and gave some of the cash to some unsuspecting shoppers was charged Friday with 
seven armed robberies. A Columbus man was indicted on 15 counts stemming from 
robberies that occurred between June 2009 and this month. The indictment charges the 
man with four counts of bank robbery. The man allegedly robbed the Cooper State 
Bank June 9; a Huntington National Bank May 3; a Huntington National Bank May 7; 
and a U.S. Bank May 10. Each count of bank robbery is punishable by up to 25 years 
imprisonment, according to the FBI. The grand jury also charged Green with three 
counts of interfering with interstate commerce by robbery for hold-ups of a restaurant, 
drug store, and department store between April 25 and May 6. The FBI dubbed the 
robber of the May 3 robbery the “Robin Hood bandit” after the robber gave a mother 
and her daughter each a $100 bill outside the bank. 
Source: http://www.10tv.com/live/content/local/stories/2010/05/28/story-columbus-
bank-robber-robin-hood.html?sid=102 

22. May 28, eSecurity Planet – (National) Phishing scam targets military credit 
unions. U.S. Strategic Command officials are joining leading security software vendors 
in warning soldiers serving in the U.S. Armed Forces to be on high alert for a new 
phishing scam that targets customers at a pair of credit unions catering to servicemen 
and their families. The STRATCOM commander, is warning soldiers and their families 
that bogus Web sites imitating both USAA, a popular insurance and financial services 
firm catering to military families, and the Navy Federal Credit Union have successfully 
stolen the personal and banking data of an unknown number of customers. In a blog 
posting this week, Symantec officials said the phishing sites ask customers to fill in a 
form with their sensitive data to unlock what the corrupt Web page claims is a log-in 
error created by too many failed log-in attempts. This information includes Social 
Security numbers, credit card information, birth dates and mothers’ maiden names. 
“The page also includes a fake CAPTCHA that accepts data irrespective of the number 
entered,” Symantec’s security team wrote. “When the sensitive information is entered, 
the phishing site states that the customer’s password is unlocked for logging in. The 
page is then redirected to the legitimate site.” Earlier this month, the Anti-Phishing 
Working Group (APWG) released a study that found that one phishing gang known as 
the “Avalanche” syndicate was responsible for more than two-thirds of the 126,000-
plus phishing scams it unearthed in the last six months of 2009. Symantec said this 
latest attack comes from Web sites hosted on servers in Taiwan and variants of this 
particular phishing URL have been used to spoof other online brands, as well. 
Source: http://www.esecurityplanet.com/news/article.php/3884866/Phishing-Scam-
Targets-Military-Credit-Unions.htm 
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23. May 26, ComputerWorld – (California) Five indicted in cybertheft of city’s bank 
accounts. Five people were indicted this week on wire fraud and other criminal charges 
stemming from a 2007 cybertheft in which nearly $450,000 was stolen from the bank 
accounts of the city of Carson, California. The federal indictment, handed down in the 
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina, charges two men of 
allowing their bank accounts in North Carolina to be used as conduits for accepting 
stolen money and for sending it to bank accounts belonging to three other suspects. The 
treasurer for Carson said the money was siphoned out of the city’s coffers via two 
unauthorized money transfers in May 2007. The first transfer, from the city’s bank 
account at the City National Bank (CNB) of Carson, was for an amount of $90,500, 
which was sent to an account at Branch Banking & Trust in Wilson, North Carolina. 
The second transfer, a day later from the same CNB account, involved $358,500 that 
was sent directly to a National City Bank account in Detroit belonging to a company 
called Broadbase Financial that was owned by one of the defendants. The alleged 
thieves used valid log-in credentials to access the city’s bank account and initiate both 
the money transfers, a bank spokeswoman said. The city later recovered about 
$304,000 of the stolen money and was reimbursed $100,000 more by its insurance 
provider. But it is still short of about $44,000 as a result of the theft, she added. The 
CEO of Ligatt Security, which was hired by Carson officials to conduct a forensics 
investigation of the incident, said the city’s log-in credentials were stolen via spyware 
installed on a city-issued laptop computer. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177409/Five_indicted_in_cybertheft_of_city
_s_bank_accounts 

[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

24. June 1, Consumer Affairs – (National) Despite fewer accidents, growing concern 
about air safety. The skies over the United States have been remarkably safe in the last 
decade. On the surface, the numbers suggest the nation is doing a better job of keeping 
planes aloft. Not counting the four airliners lost to terrorism on September 11, 2001, the 
U.S. suffered only five fatal accidents from 2000-2009. In one of those accidents, a 
Southwest Airlines Boeing 737 slid off the runway at Chicago Midway Airport, hurting 
no one on board but killing a child when the plane struck a car. The most recent fatal 
accidents have involved small, commuter airlines. Previous decades have been much 
more deadly. In 1985, for example, there were five fatal airline accidents that year, 
killing 272 people. Though the numbers suggest improved safety, other data support 
the belief that the U.S. has been very lucky. Agence France-Presse (AFP) recently 
reported that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has begun to review its air 
traffic control procedures after a startling number of near-misses in the last few months. 
“Over the last weeks there have been a number of instances where separation was lost 
between aircraft and in some cases there was a bit of a delay of notification that 
obviously caused some concern,” an FAA spokesman told AFP. In other words, in 
several instances air traffic controllers have lost track of where planes are. In one of the 
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most recent incidents, US Airways Flight 140, with 138 passengers on board, came 
within 100 feet vertically and .33 mile laterally, of a Boeing 747 cargo plane over 
Alaska. No one was injured but the two planes were well inside aircraft separation 
limits. Other close calls were reported in March at San Francisco International, and in 
Houston where there were two incidents involving Southwest Airlines jets. The FAA is 
currently investigating these incidents. The Wall Street Journal reports the agency is 
also very concerned by delays in reporting these near-collisions. While incidents are 
supposed to be reported within 24 hours, the FAA said it received some reports several 
days after the fact. 
Source: http://www.consumeraffairs.com/news04/2010/06/airline_safety.html 

25. June 1, Chattanooga Times Free Press – (National) Train accident uptick. The 
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is investigating the May 23 CSX train 
derailment in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and officials also may look at the steadily rising 
number of accidents here. “I know we are investigating at least one [accident in 
Chattanooga],” said a FRA spokesman. “I am confident [the increase] is something 
they have looked at and will continue to look at.” There have been at least the seven 
train accidents, including derailments, in Hamilton County, Tennessee this year. The 
FRA’s train accident database, which is online but only complete through February 28, 
2010, records five accidents just in the first two months of this year. The spokesman 
said the rise in local accidents could be the result of “happenstance or circumstance.” 
He said rail frequency analyses look to determine if accidents “are related, if there is 
anything systemic going on, or even localized.” Inspectors check infrastructure and 
equipment, but also records of gate, track and yard maintenance and employee hours, 
he said. CSX and Norfolk Southern officials said they could not comment on the 
increase and frequency of accidents without further study of those records. A Norfolk 
Southern spokesman questioned the accuracy of the records, saying he believes most of 
the incidents listed are “very minor” and that some may be duplicated. 
Source: http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/2010/jun/01/train-accident-uptick/ 

26. May 31, The Associated Press – (International) Man arrested on warrant after flight 
diverted. An Aeromexico flight from Paris to Mexico City was diverted to Montreal 
Sunday when the U.S. denied the flight access to its airspace after a man named in an 
outstanding warrant was reported aboard, an official said. The man, whose name 
officials did not release, was removed from the plane at Pierre Elliott Trudeau 
International Airport and arrested, said a spokeswoman for the Transportation Security 
Administration. Other passengers on Aeromexico Flight 006 from Charles De Gaulle 
Airport to Mexico City International Airport were re-screened and allowed to re-board 
the flight, the spokeswoman said. As a matter of policy, the TSA does not confirm or 
deny whether a person appears on a government watch list. “The United States’ ability 
to refuse entry into its territory of any flight it deems to present a threat to its security is 
recognized by numerous countries and is consistent with international agreements,” the 
spokeswoman said. A Montreal airport official said the plane was allowed to take off 
shortly after 10 p.m. ET. 
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/2010-05-31-flight-warrant-arrest_N.htm 
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27. May 31, KING 5 Seattle – (International) ‘Smarter Highways’ signs go online in 
August. Many people have been wondering about the new signs on Seattle freeways. 
They are the Washington Department of Transportation’s (WSDOT) new “smarter 
highway” signs. “These signs have been in many countries in Europe and that’s where 
we got this concept from,” said a WSDOT spokeswoman. She said those countries have 
seen as much as a 30 percent reduction in accidents. Starting in August people will see 
the signs go online, helping ease the commute and giving drivers the information that 
they need about what’s ahead on the road. “We think it’s going to improve the 
commute,” she said. For now, the signs are deployed only on I-5, I-90 and 520, but they 
will be placed on 405 soon. More expansion is planned. 
Source: http://www.king5.com/news/local/Smarter-highway-signs-go-online-in-
August-95267859.html 

28. May 31, Associated Press – (District of Columbia) Fire at northeast DC tire shop 
briefly halts some Amtrak trains with thick smoke; no injuries. A fire at a tire shop 
in northeastern Washington D.C. led to brief delays along a key rail corridor because of 
thick smoke. A D.C. fire spokesman said the fire was reported in the 1300 block of 
New York Avenue shortly after 5 p.m. Monday. Firefighters battling the blaze blocked 
off the major commuter route temporarily. Thick smoke obscured visibility on nearby 
rail lines, so officials asked Amtrak to halt service. An Amtrak spokesman said several 
trains were delayed from 5:30 p.m. to 6:15 p.m. but normal operations resumed 
immediately after the smoke cleared. No injuries have been reported.  
Source: http://www.wtvr.com/sns-ap-ap-dc--fire-raildelays,0,6342084.story 

29. May 30, WJLA 7 Washington, D.C. – (District of Columbia) Union Station evacuated; 
now reopened. Union Station in the Washington D.C. was evacuated Sunday afternoon 
at 1:45 p.m., due to chemical odors. At 3 p.m. people were let back inside, but Amtrak 
advised riders to expect delays on trains of an hour or two into the evening. Shortly 
before 1:30 p.m., D.C. fire personnel responded to a report that a battery power supply 
in a utility room was emitting chemical odors. The utility room is in a building adjacent 
to Union Station. They determined that some back-up batteries had malfunctioned and 
produced the smell. An Amtrak spokesperson said they evacuated Union Station on the 
advice of D.C. Fire personnel. Passengers and employees were moved out of the station 
and Amtrak trains were not servicing the station during the evacuation. Metro trains 
continued to run normally, but customers could only use the street entrance/exit, the 
spokesman said. D.C. fire said one adult male was transported to an area hospital. Fire 
crews brought the situation under control and ventilated the building. 
Source: http://www.wjla.com/news/stories/0510/741128.html 

30. May 30, Associated Press – (Alaska) Jetliner, cargo plane in near miss at 
Anchorage. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) said Friday it is 
investigating how a US Airways passenger jet flew within a third of a mile of a cargo 
plane at Anchorage’s airport in Alaska after the airliner’s crew refused to make a turn 
they said would “put their flight in direct conflict” with the departing cargo jet. The 
near-collision occurred May 21, when US Airways Flight 140, arriving from Phoenix, 
missed an approach and was turning to make a second landing try, the federal agency 
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said in a news release. The plane with 138 people on board came within an estimated 
100 feet vertically and one-third of a mile horizontally of the departing Cargolux 
Boeing 747-400, which was bound for Chicago. “It’s a very, very serious loss of 
separation in controlled airspace,” an Federal Aviation Administration spokesman said 
Friday. He said the NTSB is in charge of the investigation and “it’s not my place to 
speculate as to causes,” but two of the possibilities were pilot or controller error and 
“they both will be looked at very thoroughly.” The NTSB said a Washington, D.C.-
based air traffic control specialist will begin an investigation in Anchorage next week. 
Source: http://www.juneauempire.com/stories/053010/sta_646771225.shtml 

[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 

31. June 2, Bangor Daily News – (Maine) Bangor post office opens in temporary 
location. The Bangor, Maine post office opened at 8 a.m. Tuesday at its temporary 
location in the Broadway Shopping Center even though its computer network was 
downed 15 minutes earlier by a lightning strike. Postal clerks had to determine the cost 
of mailing packages and large envelopes without the aid of computerized scales and 
machines to scan credit cards. The outage lasted about two hours, according to the 
postmaster. “The move went very smoothly,” he said shortly before 10 a.m. Tuesday. 
“People are pretty positive about this location.” How people felt about the move 
seemed to depend on where they lived and worked. Those who lived closer to the 
Margaret Chase Smith Building preferred the former location. For others, the 
Broadway location was more convenient. The post office moved from 202 Harlow St., 
where it had been located since 1968, over the holiday weekend. Before that, it was 
housed in what is now Bangor City Hall. 
Source: http://www.bangordailynews.com/detail/144840.html 

[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

32. June 1, WOAI 4 San Antonio – (National) Many protein drinks contaminated with 
heavy metals. A Consumer Reports investigation found that many protein drinks could 
cause health problems over time if they are heavily consumed. Often used by body 
builders, protein drinks are made by mixing a powder with milk or water or juice. The 
investigation of 15 protein drinks done at an outside lab found either arsenic, cadmium, 
lead or mercury in each sample. Most of the tested products had low to moderate levels 
of contaminants. But three had levels high enough that if consumed three times a day, 
would exceed the maximum limits proposed by the government. The investigation also 
found some of these drinks could have excess protein, and most drinks didn’t specify a 
maximum intake. 
Source: http://www.woai.com/content/health/story/Many-protein-drinks-contaminated-
with-heavy-metals/j1oYwDRyDECIxqQaE7WjaQ.cspx 
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33. May 30, Associated Press – (National) NM begins livestock scale inspections in 
July. New Mexico Department of Agriculture inspectors will be certifying livestock 
scales beginning July 26, but concerns over border security mean inspectors in southern 
New Mexico’s Luna, Hidalgo and Grant counties will be escorted by sheriff’s deputies. 
There are at least 30 scales in the area south of Interstate 10 from Las Cruces to the 
Arizona border. The executive director of the New Mexico Cattlegrowers Association 
said inspectors are no less safe than they were last year, but the murder of an Arizona 
rancher on the border brought it into focus. A rancher was shot to death on his ranch 
near the New Mexico border in March. Footprints from the scene led to the Mexican 
border. 
Source: http://www.newswest9.com/Global/story.asp?S=12567590 

34. May 29, WDSU 6 New Orleans – (National) La. officials outline proposed seafood 
safety program. Louisiana environmental officials sent a letter to British Petroleum 
May 29 outlining their plan for a long-term seafood safety plan. The officials included 
in the letter were the secretaries of the Louisiana departments of: wildlife and fisheries, 
health and hospitals, environmental quality, economic development and agriculture and 
forestry. In addition to sending a detailed proposal is for a 20-year, multi-agency 
initiative, the state also requested that BP make $457 million available for 
implementation of the program. 
Source: http://www.wdsu.com/news/23734582/detail.html 

35. May 29, Food Safety News – (National) Melon from China recalled for sulfites. So 
Shing Hing (USA) Trading Co Ltd May 24 recalled Dried Melon because the product 
was found to contain undeclared sulfites. Consumers who have severe sensitivity to 
sulfites run the risk of serious or life-threatening allergic reactions if they consume this 
product. The recalled melon was distributed in the New York City area in 10 oz. clear 
plastic bags, with item number 520 and bar code 4893230928048. The Dried Melon is 
a product of China. A New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets Food 
Inspector sampled the Dried Melon during a routine inspection. Subsequent analysis by 
New York State Food Laboratory personnel revealed the presence of sulfites, which 
were not declared on the label. New York’s analysis of the Dried Melon revealed 
1199.4 PPM. No illnesses or allergic reactions involving this product have been 
reported to date. Consumers that have purchased Dried Melon are advised not to eat it 
and should return it to the place of purchase. Consumers with questions may contact the 
company at 1-347-617-1930. 
Source: http://www.foodsafetynews.com/2010/05/melon-from-china-contain-sulfites/ 

36. May 29, Food Poison Journal – (Louisiana) Clostridium Perfringens to blame in 
deaths of 3 Louisiana hospital patients. The outbreak of illnesses that sickened more 
than 40 people and killed three patients at Central Louisiana State Hospital in Pineville, 
Lousiana appears to be connected to bacteria from chicken salad served at the facility. 
Tests done on the chicken salad were positive for Clostridium perfringens, which is a 
frequent cause of foodpoisoning illnesses. C. perfringens is a naturally occurring 
organism, but it can spread to unsafe levels with improper food storage and handling. 
Some strains of Clostridium perfringens cause mild to moderate disease that gets better 
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without treatment, whereas other strains cause severe gastroenteritis that can damage 
the small intestine and sometimes lead to death. Contaminated meat is usually 
responsible for outbreaks of Clostridium perfringens food poisoning. Some strains 
cannot be destroyed by cooking the food thoroughly, whereas others can. 
Source: http://www.foodpoisonjournal.com/2010/05/articles/foodborne-illness-
outbreaks/clostridium-perfringens-to-blame-in-deaths-of-3-louisianna-hospital-patients/ 

37. May 28, Eat, Drink and Be – (National) organicgirl Produce announces baby 
spinach recall due to possible Salmonella contamination. Organicgirl Produce is 
recalling cases of baby spinach because of potential Salmonella contamination. The 
limited recall includes 336 cases of the 10 ounce packages of organicgirl Baby Spinach 
with a Use-By-Date of May 22 and Product Code 11A061167. The cases were sold in 
six states: Alabama, North Carolina, Oregon, Wisconsin, Arizona and California, 
according to a May 27 organic girl press release. At least one package of baby spinach 
was confirmed positive with Salmonella bacteria in a random sample test conducted by 
a third-party laboratory for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. There have been 
no reported illnesses connected with the recall. organicgirl is asking consumers to 
discard organicgirl Baby Spinach with the matching Use-By-Date and Product Code. 
Retailers are being asked to remove the product from store shelves. Consumers with 
questions may call the organicgirl Produce consumer hotline at 831-758-7810, Monday 
– Friday, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., Pacific Standard Time. 
Source: http://eatdrinkandbe.org/article/index.0528_fs_organicgirlspinach 

[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

38. June 1, TWEAN 14 Charlotte – (North Carolina) Hydrant broken in hit-and-run 
floods 6 Pineville homes. A hit-and-run crash prompted the evacuation of six 
townhomes in Pineville, North Carolina Monday. At first, neighbors thought the 
flooding was weather-related. But they soon found out it was caused by a careless 
driver, who turned their driveway into a river. The driver hit a fire hydrant with a U-
Haul, and the gushing water caused driveways to collapse and flooded the homes. 
“We’re going to try to do our best to create a temporary dike and divert water away 
from their homes,” said a fire captain. It took hours to stop the flooding and facilities 
crews worked to repair the hydrant. 
Source: http://charlotte.news14.com/content/local_news/charlotte/626530/hydrant-
broken-in-hit-and-run-floods-6-pineville-homes 

39. June 1, Chicago Sun-Times – (Illinois) Lightning sparks fires. Monday’s torrential 
downpour spawned numerous lightning strikes in the Joliet, Illinois area. The rain and 
wind also caused numerous power outages and knocked some power lines down. On 
the West Side, lightning struck a power transformer in the 2000 block of Ingalls 
Avenue and a spark set a nearby tree on fire. Also, lightning struck a city of Joliet water 
pumping station on Hennepin Drive. The fire created smoke and knocked the pump out 
of commission. The fire chief said his station was inundated with “numerous, 
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numerous” calls about possible lightning strikes and power outages. The director of the 
Joliet Weather Center, said the storm dumped 2-3 inches of rain in just an hour or two 
in an area south of Interstate 80 to Kankakee County. The storm also packed 50 mph 
winds. 
Source: 
http://www.suburbanchicagonews.com/heraldnews/news/2338752,4_1_JO01_STORM
_S1-100601.article 

40. May 29, Clarksville Leaf Chronicle; Associated Press – (Tennessee) Bacteria levels 
remain high near sewage facility. The Tennessee State environmental agency said 
most of the increased bacterial water pollution caused by flooding early in the month 
has ceased. The exception is the Cumberland River downstream of the Wastewater 
Treatment Plant in Clarksville, according to a news release Friday from the Tennessee 
Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC). The plant, near the confluence 
with the Red River, failed when it flooded after record rainfall the first weekend in May 
and is only partly operational. The director of Clarksville Gas and Water, has said that 
bringing secondary treatment back online is not expected for a couple more months. 
Primary treatment consists only of removing solids from the water and applying an 
initial dose of disinfectant to kill off bugs and bacteria. The plant was taken off-line 
two weeks ago when it flooded. At the river’s crest, the plant and its adjacent 
administrative building were completely submerged, according to previous reports. 
Consultants have been hired to guide recovery of the sewage treatment system. TDEC 
will continue to sample water near Clarksville and provide water quality updates, the 
release said. Clarksville’s drinking water supply is still being treated normally and has 
remained safe to drink. In other areas of Middle Tennessee, water samples taken from 
streams and lakes show bacteria levels have returned to the same readings as before the 
flooding. TDEC officials said it is not uncommon for creeks and streams to contain 
bacteria, and people should wash with soap and water after getting into them. 
Source: http://www.theleafchronicle.com/article/20100529/NEWS01/5290316 

41. May 28, Water Technology Online – (National) NASA satellite to monitor water 
consumption. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) engineers have 
begun building hardware for a new Landsat satellite instrument that will help monitor 
water consumption, according to a press release. This technology will be especially 
important in the U.S. West where precipitation is sparse and water rights are allocated, 
the release stated. The Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS), which will be built at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, is a two-channel thermal imager, 
providing 100-meter spatial resolution across a 185-kilometer field-of-view. According 
to the release, TIRS will provide surface-temperature readings considered vital in a 
technique that resource managers in Idaho and other western states use to measure 
water use through “evapotranspiration,” a term which combines the evaporation of 
water into the atmosphere and the water vapor released by plants through respiration. 
Source: http://watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=74192 

42. May 28, Watertown Daily Times – (New York) USDA funding for projects 
pulled. Communities across Northern New York that have shelled out thousands of 
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dollars to make their water and sewer projects shovel-ready are finding stimulus money 
they had been expecting is no longer there. The money, funneled through the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has dried up, prompting the department to pull 
millions of dollars in grant and loan offers off the table. Municipalities that had been 
counting on estimated offers made by the USDA will have to try again to get the 
projects funded. As a result, the future of many of those projects is now in doubt. That 
is certainly the case in Sackets Harbor, where village officials said Thursday that 
money for updates and improvements to the village’s water plant is no longer available. 
The village already contributed about $12,000 toward the $3.3 million price tag. Of 
that, the village and town of Hounsfield would have absorbed more than $1.8 million. 
USDA had agreed to pick up the remaining $1.5 million. The $12,000 went toward a 
pilot program that provides statistical data about how efficiently water from Lake 
Ontario is purified and filtered. A number of projects in St. Lawrence County also were 
developed based on offers from the USDA. They include offers to the town of Norfolk 
for a water project; the village of Heuvelton for the construction of a water tank; the 
village of Waddington for sewer work; the town of Clifton for the construction of a 
sewer system in Newton Falls; the town of Louisville for the Wilson Hill sewer project, 
and the town of Louisville for the construction of Water District 3. All of those offers 
have been withdrawn. And in Lewis County, town officials had an offer on a $3.6 
million water project that would have added about 50 water customers east of the 
village. That offer also has been withdrawn. However, officials said were it not for 
those funding estimates, the projects might not have moved forward at all. 
Source: http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20100528/NEWS05/305289938 

43. May 26, EurekAlert – (National) Household detergents, shampoos may form 
harmful substance in wastewater. Scientists are reporting evidence that certain 
ingredients in shampoo, detergents, and other household cleaning agents may be a 
source of precursor materials for formation of a suspected cancer-causing contaminant 
in water supplies that receive water from sewage treatment plants. The study sheds new 
light on possible environmental sources of this poorly understood water contaminant, 
called NDMA, which is of ongoing concern to health officials. Their study is in ACS’ 
Environmental Science & Technology, a semi-monthly journal. The lead scientist and 
his and colleagues note that scientists have known that NDMA and other nitrosamines 
can form in small amounts during the disinfection of wastewater and water with 
chloramine. Although nitrosamines are found in a wide variety of sources — including 
processed meats and tobacco smoke — scientists know little about their precursors in 
water. Past studies with cosmetics have found that substances called quaternary amines, 
which are also ingredients in household cleaning agents, may play a role in the 
formation of nitrosamines. Their laboratory research showed that when mixed with 
chloramine, some household cleaning products — including shampoo, dishwashing 
detergent, and laundry detergent — formed NDMA. The report notes that sewage 
treatment plants may remove some quaternary amines that form NDMA. However, 
quaternary amines are used in such large quantities that some still may persist and have 
a potentially harmful effect in the effluents from sewage treatment plants. 
Source: http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2010-05/acs-hds052610.php 
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For more stories, see items 2 and 9  
 
[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

44. May 31, New York Times – (National) Panel will decide if flu outbreak is over. A 
panel that advises the World Health Organization on pandemics will meet Tuesday to 
decide whether to declare the H1N1 flu outbreak over. The organization said in a 
statement that results would be posted later in the day on its Web site, who.int. The 
United Nations body has been accused of exaggerating the dangers of the H1N1 
outbreak, which was declared a full pandemic in June 2009 after emerging two months 
earlier in April. 
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/01/business/01bizbriefs-
PANELWILLDEC_BRF.html?src=busln 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

45. June 1, WDAF 4 Kansas City – (Missouri) Bomb squad examines suspicious package 
near courthouse. A suspicious package kept the Bomb Squad with the Kansas City, 
Missouri Police busy Monday night. It turned out to be a suitcase full of garbage. 
Police responded to a call about a suspicious package around 9:30 p.m.. Someone 
reported a suitcase sitting on the sidewalk near the Jackson County Courthouse on 11th 
Street between Oak and McGee. The bomb squad X-rayed the suitcase to determine if 
they should diffuse it on the scene or take it to a secure facility. At that time, they 
learned that the suitcase was filled with trash. No one was hurt. 
Source: http://www.fox4kc.com/news/wdaf-suspicious-package-bomb-squad-
060110,0,23192.story 

46. June 1, KGO 7 San Francisco – (California) Groups to protest outside immigration 
office in SF. Immigration and civil rights groups were planning a protest outside the 
U.S. Immigration and Customs office in San Francisco Tuesday morning. They plan to 
demonstrate against a new law that goes into effect Tuesday. Under the so-called S-
Comm program — anyone arrested for a misdemeanor would have their fingerprint 
information automatically sent to the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 
better known as ICE. The San Francisco sheriff has been trying to opt out of the law, 
which he says is in conflict with the city’s sanctuary policy. The state attorney general 
has said it is impossible for San Francisco to opt out. 
Source: 
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story?section=news/local/san_francisco&id=7472513 

47. June 1, Associated Press – (Wisconsin) Wisconsin National Guard looks to build 
drone base in Juneau County. The Wisconsin National Guard plans to build a new $8 
million base for unmanned surveillance drones at Volk Field in Juneau County. The 
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10,300-square-foot facility would replace two office buildings that have been a 
temporary base to four unarmed Shadow drones. Congress has approved about $7.9 
million for planning and construction; the state will have to chip in about $415,000, 
according to estimates. The state building commission voted unanimously to release 
$177,460 to develop preliminary designs. About 45 National Guard units across the 
country have received Shadow drones, said a Wisconsin National Guard spokeswoman. 
The machines are typically used for scouting and locating potential targets. The 
Wisconsin National Guard’s 32nd Infantry Brigade Combat Team’s intelligence 
company received four drones earlier this year and has been hauling them to Fort 
McCoy for training missions. The fort’s air space is the only area authorized for such 
flights. Twenty-two soldiers are assigned to the drones. Another National Guard 
spokeswoman said the drones will be used in Wisconsin for training, not active 
surveillance missions. Guard officials said the buildings are too small and large 
equipment must be stored outside in the elements, resulting in more frequent repairs. 
They also say the buildings do not offer runway space and do not meet any Anti-
Terrorism Force Protection standards, building codes enacted after the September 11 
terrorist attacks for Department of Defense structures to reduce potential damage 
during an enemy attack. 
Source: http://www.postcrescent.com/article/20100601/APC0101/6010445/National-
Guard-looks-to-build-drone-base-in-state 

48. June 1, Defense Tech – (National) Software glitch renders dark thousands of GPS 
receivers, for days. While installing software upgrades to ground control stations for a 
new fleet of GPS satellites, Air Force inspectors discovered a glitch in software 
compatibility that rendered dark up to 10,000 GPS receivers for at least two weeks. The 
new software was installed back in January and initially the Air Force blamed the 
contractor for writing a bad program, but now says it was a compatibility problem 
instead of defective code; the affected receivers all came from the same source. It took 
Air Force techs less than two weeks to discover the outage and begin putting in place a 
temporary fix; a more permanent fix is being distributed. Apparently, the outage 
affected GPS receivers on the Navy’s in-development carrier-launched drone, the X-
47B. While willing to identify that Navy program, the Air Force refused to identify 
other weapons that might have been impacted by the software problem. A spokesperson 
for the Air Force’s Space and Missile Systems Center told The Associated Press that 
the military’s GPS system, and its heavily encrypted communications channel, is safe 
from cyber attack and that its never been hacked. 
Source: http://defensetech.org/2010/06/01/software-glitch-renders-dark-thousands-of-
gps-receivers-for-days/ 

For another story, see item 49  
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Emergency Services Sector 
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49. May 31, WTHR 13 Indianapolis – (National) USDA grants offer tornado sirens to 
small towns. While Indiana’s Department of Homeland Security (IDHS) directs grant 
money away from severe weather warning systems, Eyewitness News Investigates 
finds towns across Indiana could still tap into millions of dollars available for tornado 
sirens if they only knew the money was there. Another severe weather season has 
arrived in Indiana, and hundreds of thousands of Hoosiers live in towns where there are 
no tornado sirens. Despite millions of dollars available for warning sirens through state 
Homeland Security grants, small Indiana towns like Nashville and much bigger ones 
like Kokomo have not purchased any sirens to help warn residents about approaching 
storms, citing financial restraints that make warning sirens unaffordable. “There’s just 
not a lot of grant money out there for sirens,” said an emergency management director 
in Brown County, one of several Indiana counties without a single siren. Many local 
emergency management directors said the Indiana Department of Homeland Security 
never told them siren money is available, and state officials tell Eyewitness News the 
money is needed for other purposes – discouraging news to local communities that 
have tried unsuccessfully to get siren funding through IDHS. 
Source: http://www.wthr.com/Global/story.asp?S=12561781 

For another story, see item 60  
 
[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

50. June 1, DarkReading – (National) House OKs cybersecurity reforms. The House of 
Representatives has passed a bill that would update the federal government’s 
cybersecurity requirements and create a permanent cybersecurity office within the 
White House, putting some long-sought reforms closer to passage. The reforms were 
passed as an amendment that made its way into the annual defense spending bill, the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2011. The defense authorization 
bill passed the House Friday by a 229-186 vote. Any differences would be reconciled in 
conference before the bill is sent to the President to sign. The most wide-ranging 
changes of the amendment, which combines legislation offered earlier this session by 
two Representatives, include creating a permanent National Office for Cyberspace and 
Office of the Federal Chief Technology Officer (CTO) within the White House, giving 
both the director of the National Office for Cyberspace and the federal CTO specific 
responsibilities, and adding new cybersecurity requirements for agencies in areas like 
acquisition, budgeting, and actually securing IT systems. 
Source: 
http://darkreading.com/security/government/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=225200733 

51. June 1, The Register – (International) ‘Clickjacking’ worm hits hundreds of 
thousands on Facebook. A vulnerability on Facebook forced hundreds of thousands of 
users to endorse a series of Webp ages over the holiday weekend, making the social 
networking site the latest venue for an attack known as clickjacking. The exploit works 
by presenting people with friend profiles that recommend — or “Like,” in Facebook 
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parlance — links with titles including “LOL This girl gets OWNED after a POLICE 
OFFICER reads her STATUS MESSAGE.” Those who click on the link see a page 
that’s blank except for the words “Click here to continue.” Clicking anywhere on the 
page automatically forces the person to add the link to his list of Likes. Clickjacking is 
a term that describes attacks that allow malicious Web site publishers to control the 
links visitors click on. Virtually every browser that uses Adobe Flash is vulnerable, 
although many browsers come with safeguards that make exploitation harder. The 
Facebook worm that hit over the weekend superimposes an invisible Flash iframe over 
the entire page that links back to the victim’s Facebook page. As a result, as long as the 
person is logged in, his profile automatically recommends the link to new friends as 
soon as the page is clicked on. 
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2010/06/01/facebook_clickjacking_worm/ 

52. June 1, The Register – (International) Mac spyware infiltrates popular download 
sites. A spyware application that surreptitiously scans chat logs and hard drives of 
unsuspecting Mac users has found its way onto three of the more popular download 
sites, security researchers said Tuesday. Dubbed OSX/OpinionSpy, the spyware is 
distributed through software available on sites including Softpedia, MacUpdate, and 
VersionTracker, according to Intego, a provider of anti-virus software for Macs. The 
app isn’t contained in the downloads themselves, but rather gets downloaded during the 
installation process, Intego said. A Windows version of the program has existed since 
at least 2008. Once installed, OpinionSpy scans files and folders on all attached hard 
drives and regularly sends data in encrypted form to several servers, according to 
Intego. It also injects code into the Safari, Firefox, and iChat applications and mines 
them for e-mail addresses, message headers, and other data. The program remains 
active even if the screensaver or other application that was originally downloaded is 
uninstalled. 
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2010/06/01/mac_spyware/ 

53. June 1, V3.co.uk – (International) Mass market Web scams raking in billions. The 
Serious Organized Crime Agency (Soca) has warned that mass market fraud campaigns 
are robbing United Kingdom Internet users of billions of pounds a year. Organizations 
in the UK, including Soca, the National Fraud Authority (NFA), the Office of Fair 
Trading and the Metropolitan Police, have today joined forces with others worldwide in 
an attempt to raise public awareness about the scams and the cyber criminals behind 
them. People in the UK lose an estimated Â£3.5bn every year to mass market fraud, 
according to Soca, and the scams are becoming more plausible and complex all the 
time. Soca advised affected users to contact the NFA’s Action Fraud site immediately, 
to be wary of unsolicited messages, especially those claiming that the recipient has won 
a prize, and to never provide personal information or money upfront. Users should also 
be wary of poor spelling in e-mails or on Web sites. A director at Web authentication 
firm VeriSign, warned that dating sites are becoming particular favorites of cyber 
criminals looking to mine personal information. “Soca’s research further highlights 
how criminals are continuing to widen the techniques they use to target their victims, 
and that online fraud is now a major industry,” he said. “Consumers are at risk of losing 
cash, and face wider headaches in solving identity theft problems at the hands of 
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increasingly agile cyber fraudsters.” 
Source: http://www.v3.co.uk/v3/news/2263963/soca-warns-internet-scams 

54. May 31, Financial Times – (International) Google ditches Windows on security 
concerns. Google is phasing out the internal use of Microsoft’s ubiquitous Windows 
operating system because of security concerns, according to several Google employees. 
The directive to move to other operating systems began in earnest in January, after 
Google’s Chinese operations were hacked, and could effectively end the use of 
Windows at Google, which employs more than 10,000 workers internationally. “We’re 
not doing any more Windows. It is a security effort,” said one Google employee. 
“Many people have been moved away from [Windows] PCs, mostly towards Mac OS, 
following the China hacking attacks,” said another. New hires are now given the option 
of using Apple’s Mac computers or PCs running the Linux operating system. “Linux is 
open source and we feel good about it,” said one employee. “Microsoft we don’t feel so 
good about.” In early January, some new hires were still being allowed to install 
Windows on their laptops, but it was not an option for their desktop computers. Google 
would not comment on its current policy. Windows is known for being more vulnerable 
to attacks by hackers and more susceptible to computer viruses than other operating 
systems. The greater number of attacks on Windows has much to do with its 
prevalence, which has made it a bigger target for attackers. Employees wanting to stay 
on Windows required clearance from “quite senior levels”, one employee said. “Getting 
a new Windows machine now requires CIO approval,” said another employee. 
Source: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/d2f3f04e-6ccf-11df-91c8-00144feab49a.html 

For more stories, see items 22 and 23  
 

Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  
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Communications Sector 

55. May 31, Multichannel News – (National) Does the Internet need a beat cop? The 
Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) effort to reclassify a portion of 
broadband service ran into a major setback in the form of a cable-and telephone 
company-backed lobbying effort to get Congress to step in instead. Last week, House 
Democrats and Republicans warned the FCC in separate letters to halt its plan to 
reclassify broadband to exert more control over Internet access. Meanwhile, four key 
House Democrats announced plans to update the Communications Act with a new law. 
Reclassifying broadband “is not something that should be taken lightly and should not 
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be done without additional direction from Congress,” said a letter from 73 House 
Democrats to the FCC chairman. If last week was round three in the Title II fight, the 
round goes to incumbent Internet-service providers looking to head off common-carrier 
regulations applied to broadband. Title II refers to the Communications Act regulations 
for common-carrier services like legacy phone service, meant to ensure 
nondiscriminatory rates and practices in basic telecommunications service. 
Source: http://www.multichannel.com/article/453202-
Does_The_Internet_Need_A_Beat_Cop_.php 

[Return to top]  

Commercial Facilities Sector 

56. June 1, Albany Times Union – (New York) Once contaminated Shepard beach set to 
open. Shepard Park Beach on Lake George in New York doesn’t open officially until 
June 24, but the mayor said the water is clean and ready for swimmers. On July 5 of 
last year, a sewer line break at a pump station next to the beach dumped thousands of 
gallons of sewage onto the beach and into the water. The state-run Million Dollar 
Beach and private beaches were closed for a few days and then reopened, but Shepard 
Park Beach remained closed as samples of the water tested at a lab were repeatedly 
found to be contaminated. This spring, the mayor had the water tested again. It was 
clean, he said. In keeping with guidelines set by the health department, the mayor will 
have the water tested before the beach reopens June 24, but he’s optimistic. The 
cleanup cost about $150,000, the mayor said. The village insurance policy covered 60 
percent of the bill. There is a moratorium in place in the village to put a hold on new 
sewer connections, but he said the moratorium was not put in place because of the spill. 
Source: 
http://www.timesunion.com/AspStories/story.asp?storyID=936117&category=REGIO
N 

57. June 1, WESH 2 Orlando – (Florida) Sinkhole threatens Pine Hills shops. Building 
inspectors were scheduled to etermine Tuesday if shops in Pine Hills, Florida will need 
to close because of a sinkhole. Fire crews said they found a 5-foot diameter hole where 
the parking lot met the sidewalk in front of a vacant section of the building. Crews said 
a large cavern exists under the foundation of the building. It extends about 20 feet in 
diameter. The people occupying New Look Hair Design, a barber shop a couple of 
doors down, were told they needed to leave the building. Fire crews also cordoned off 
the area and took control of the power supply to the building. 
Source: http://www.wesh.com/news/23752305/detail.html 

58. June 1, WFMZ 69 Allentown – (Pennsylvania) Convenience store clerk shot. Police 
said the clerk of a convenience store in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania has been 
shot during a robbery. The incident happened a little before 5 a.m. Tuesday at the 
Turkey Hill on East High Street in Lower Pottsgrove Township. Officials said a 
customer called police after finding the victim inside the store with a gunshot wound to 
the leg. The victim was flown to the hospital, there is no word on his condition. Police 
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said customers reported seeing two men running from the store immediately after the 
robbery. No arrests have been made. 
Source: http://www.wfmz.com/news/23753004/detail.html 

59. June 1, NBC 4 New York – (International) Pakistan: Major released in Times Square 
terror probe. A Pakistani military officer arrested and questioned in connection with 
the Times Square car-bomb investigation was set free and is not connected to the plot, 
Pakistani officials said, Tuesday. The major was released last week after he was 
questioned about his possible ties to the terror suspect accused in the attempt to bomb a 
major New York City commercial district. Pakistani authorities had said they suspected 
the major, but now say they do not believe the former military officer helped the 
suspected terrorist in the bombing attempt. A United States attorney declined comment 
late last week about any of the suspects in Pakistan — including the major — being 
questioned in connection with the Times Square terror plot. Investigators said they 
continue to examine who in Pakistan provided the suspect with bomb training as well 
as cash to try to carry out an attack in New York. Officials have said they suspect 
members of the Pakistani Taliban played a role. Several associates of the suspect 
remain in custody as Pakistan assists the U.S. in tracking possible accomplices. 
Source: http://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local-beat/Pakistan-Major-Released-in-
Times-Square-Terror-Probe-95311809.html 

60. June 1, Home Furnishings Business – (National) Juveniles charged in upstate N.Y. 
furniture store fire. Six juveniles face multiple charges related to a May 7 fire at 
Fancher Furniture in Salamanca, N.Y., WIVB reported Friday. The youths, aged 12 to 
15, have been charged with arson, reckless endangerment and criminal mischief. “One 
of the kids was spray painting and lighting it on fire, and, he spray painted, another kid 
was just lighting some leftover styrofoam,” the Cattaraugus County district attorney 
said in the report. “The kids left and they thought they had put it out, according to their 
statements, but, evidently, they didn’t.” Four firefighters were injured while fighting 
the blaze at Fancher Furniture, a manufacturer that also sells product at its factory store. 
Source: http://www.hfbusiness.com/article/6-juveniles-charged-fire-fancher-furniture-
company-salamanca-ny/1 

61. June 1, Quincy Herald Whig – (Missouri) Flower shop building collapses in 
Louisiana, Mo., three escape unharmed. Three people escaped unharmed when a 
building in a northeast Missouri town collapsed without warning around them. The 
three were inside the Rainbow Flower Shop in Louisiana, Missouri Sunday when they 
heard crumbling sounds. They went outside and found a large crack from the top to the 
bottom of the two-story building. A local newspaper reported that police blocked off 
the street, but told the three they could go back inside the building to back up their 
computer system. But they soon had to run for their lives as the building collapsed. One 
of the people who was in the building said it is essentially split in half and completely 
destroyed. He and his wife had met with an insurance adjustor Friday to discuss brick 
problems caused by water damage. They had planned to begin repairs this week. 
Source: http://www.whig.com/story/news/Building-collapse-060110 
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62. May 31, Food Poison Journal – (Missouri) New E. coli reporting rules for Missouri 
DNR a year after scandal. A year ago, high levels of E. coli in the Lake of the Ozarks 
in Missouri went unreported over a busy holiday weekend, for reasons that are still 
debated. The Kansas City Star eventually reported on the failure to report the issue, and 
the apparent cover up. Who was to blame still depends on who you ask. The end result 
has been that the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has an improved 
reporting plan. DNR overhauled the way it sends alarms about E. coli, which the 
government calls a serious health hazard. Also, a task force has been formed to 
consider a centralized sewer district around the lake, where thousands of septic tanks 
overflow into the water. Despite an increased awareness of the issue, the problem with 
the lake continues. Recent readings show the E. coli problem has not gone away. 
Bacteria continues to spike, especially after rains wash feces into the lake. While one 
major beach there remains open this weekend, Public Beach 1 at Lake of the Ozarks 
State Park has now been closed for two weekends. In addition, a new focus on 
wastewater treatment plants in Missouri has uncovered more problems, but has not led 
to widespread action. Inspectors cited 208 violations at 154 treatment facilities and this 
spring began a second sweep. As of May 21, inspectors had gone back to 142 facilities 
and issued 70 additional citations. Some facilities voluntarily cleaned up their mess, 
state officials said. As for the rest, only two facilities have agreed to pay a total of 
$2,250 in penalties pending cleanup. Two others had $5,750 in penalties that were 
suspended pending the outcome of their cleanup.Only 26 cases have been referred to 
the attorney general for further action. 
Source: http://www.foodpoisonjournal.com/2010/05/articles/food-poisoning-
information/new-e-coli-reporting-rules-for-missouri-dnr-a-year-after-scandal/ 

For another story, see item 8  
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National Monuments and Icons Sector 

63. June 1, The Washington Post – (National) Workers try to repair sinking sea wall at 
Jefferson Memorial. The brown goo oozed from the drill hole like a primordial 
porridge — from 60 feet beneath the Jefferson Memorial, it was some of the muck 
that’s under the National Mall in Washington D.C., and part of the stuff that has been 
slowly swallowing the memorial’s sea wall for years. Centuries of Potomac River 
sediment, and layers of dredged fill, it is the material engineers are now drilling 
through to reach bedrock, and anchor the famed memorial’s sea wall, for the first time, 
on a solid foundation. On Tuesday, crews working in a dewatered section of the Tidal 
Basin prepared to demolish the old concrete sections of the sea wall as part of the 
$12.4-million repair project that the National Park Service has been planning since it 
realized the wall was sinking in 2006. The work is expected to keep the photogenic 
north face of the iconic memorial partially obscured by construction equipment through 
the rest of the tourist season. In a bit of engineering detective work, experts have 
discovered that the wall has been slipping away from the memorial’s north plaza, 
probably because the timber pilings that were used to support the wall were probably 
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not long enough to reach bedrock when the memorial was built in the 1930s and ‘40s. 
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/06/01/AR2010060101735.html 

64. June 1, Beckley Register-Herald – (National) Historic Pinecrest barn burns. Fire 
destroyed a historic barn near the former Pinecrest Hospital in Beckley, West Virginia 
late Sunday night, and firefighters are calling the blaze “suspicious.” Meanwhile, those 
working to preserve Raleigh County historic sites are lamenting the loss of a property 
they say was a part of a major New Deal program. Around 10 p.m. Sunday, Beckley 
firefighters arrived at the Pinecrest Dairy Barn to find it fully engulfed, a Beckley fire 
captain said. The barn is located near Jackie Withrow Hospital, formerly known as 
Pinecrest Hospital. Firefighters had to work to make sure the fire did not spread from 
the three-story, 120-foot-long barn to other structures on the property, the fire captain 
said. He said the heat was “tremendous.” Firefighters had to monitor the building 
through Monday afternoon because smoke was still coming from it then. No injuries 
were reported. The fire captain said state fire marshals will determine the official cause, 
but he said the blaze is suspicious. The barn was not in use. Power was shut off and the 
breaker box was locked. The fire’s origin point is presently unknown. Smoke will 
probably come from the barn for the next two to three days, the fire captain said. 
Raleigh County historical society members and landmark commissioners were 
heartbroken Monday. Some were trying to get the barn on the National Register of 
Historic Places. One official said the former active dairy barn was a landmark of the 
New Deal era. It was a site for the Works Project Administration, a program designed 
to create jobs and give depression-stricken Americans a way to pull themselves out of 
poverty. The chairman of the City of Beckley Landmarks Commission, said the barn 
was built in 1939, and dairy farm operations are believed to have ended in the late 
1980s. It was already on Raleigh County’s historic places registry. 
Source: http://www.register-herald.com/todaysfrontpage/x1174315997/Historic-
Pinecrest-barn-burns 
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Dams Sector 

65. May 28, Marketplace from American Public Media – (National) Why we might not 
have built the Hoover Dam today. The Hoover Dam’s completion 75 years ago 
marked one of the biggest public works projects in the U.S. and a win for jobs and 
electricity. But experts say the dam would not pass today’s environmental guidelines. 
The Hoover Dam harnessed the power of the Colorado River to generate reliable 
electricity for southern California, Las Vegas, and many of the factories that helped win 
World War II. It also created much-needed jobs during the Great Depression. But the 
author of “Hoover Dam: An American Adventure,” said he does not think a project like 
the Hoover Dam would get off the ground if it were attempted today. “Worker safety 
rules and environmental impact assessments would make the Hoover Dam too 
expensive.” There were also significant downsides to the project: Over 100 
construction workers were killed, and the dam had a large impact on the Colorado 
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River, flooding wildlife habitats and changing its natural flow of the Colorado. The 
author notes this would not pass today’s environmental impact assessments. But a 
University of California energy professor said the Hoover Dam was a visionary 
public/private partnership. “That was essentially a government-designed vision, and it 
found partners in the private sector, and partners in the developers of many big cities in 
the Southwest. So that tied together an energy plan and a development plan.” The 
Hoover Dam was finished in five years — two years ahead of schedule — and cost $49 
million, which is worth just under $750 million today. 
Source: http://marketplace.publicradio.org/display/web/2010/05/28/am-why-we-might-
not-have-built-the-hoover-dam-today/ 

66. May 28, Atlanta Journal Constitution – (Georgia) Berkeley Lake eyes tax hike for 
dam repairs. Berkeley Lake, Georgia is looking to raise its property tax rate by 33 
percent to help pay for repairs to its deteriorating dam. The proposed tax hike, from 
3.687 mills to 4.9 mills, comes as the Gwinnett County municipality of 2,000 awaits 
final word from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) on how much 
the agency is willing to pony up to fix the city’s 85-foot-high dam, which showed two 
cracks after September’s deluge. For months, city leaders have locked horns with 
FEMA over the extent of damage caused by the 500-year storm. As of Thursday, 
FEMA approximates the flood-related damage at $1.7 million, and it will pay 75 
percent of the cost of repairs, or $1.3 million. That’s well below the city-estimated 
repair bill of $4 million. The city is preparing an appeal. Next Thursday, the city 
council will hold two public hearings on the proposed tax increase. The council will 
hold a third public hearing and vote on the matter June 11. A 1.2-mill increase would 
equate to an extra $242 on a $200,000 home and would provide an annual boost of 
$117,000 to the city’s coffers. To help pay for the repair bill on the dam, Berkeley Lake 
applied for funding under the federal water and energy bill. The city was turned down 
last week. 
Source: http://www.ajc.com/news/gwinnett/berkeley-lake-eyes-tax-537562.html 
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